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Acting ASBSU Pres. John Hcther-.
ington, who was Vogt's vice presi-
dent, said he will assume the
ASBSU Pres. Karl V01!.LIcsj!rllCd_-,.Q!'.e~i<!~!ls.y"J:!es&ti he plans to carry
Sept. 12. Oil the policies and plans that he and
"The students of Boise State Vogt devised.
University arc facing major problems Hetherington added that ensuring.
in the areas of fcc increases, KBSU student involvement and student
and legislative proposals in the state positions at KBSUis "definitely
legislature. In order for ASBSU to cf- foremost and forefront" among his
feetively deal with these issues, there plans.
needs to be cohesiveness in ASBSU Vogt said, "I think that there is
itself. It has become evident to me work left to be done • .101m and I have
that this cohesiveness cannot exist always been a team and I'm confi-
while I am in office;' Vogt said. dent that his administration will be
In his letter of resignation, Vog; effective:' ,
said, "In the past few weeks it has Hetheringtonsaid he thinks Vogt's
become evident to me that I 110 resignation is regrcuablc. ','.I really
longer have a strong enough political wanted ~o \york. with Karl and not
base in the ASBSU Senate to justify necessarily In his place. Hopefully,
continuing to pursue the policies and ASBSU can look past it and actually
programs of this administration:' The do something this year"
letter said Vogt "felt strongly that it
was necessary to sec that my term be
served to its natural conclusion" as
long as that base existed, but "with
the disappearance of this base, it has by Greg While
become impossible to effectively The University News
represent the students in ASDSU'
"By taking this action, I hope that
I will have hastened the process of
healing that is so desperately needed
in ASBSU:' Vogt's letter said.
ASBSU Chief Justice Kathy Paec
accepted Vogt's resignation. She said,
'''I have the greatest respect for Karl
'and I feel that he made the decision
with the best interest of the students
of Boise State University foremost in
his mind:'
by Karen RlltnU1ll1111
The University Nell'S
Stcreotypes of college "Greeks" as
irresponsible rich kids who party
constantly, as in the film Animal
HOIISC, arc inaccurate, according to
Tony Fitzpatrick. a representative of
the Interfraternity Council, and
Laura Thghon. represcnting the
Pan hellenic Council, both governing
bodies of the Greek system at BSU.
1'.\ghon said that the Greeks on
campus want to project mjother im-
age to the university community, and
that the Hollywood stereotypes of
fraternities ~lnd sororities arc
somcthing."we would like to get away
from:' .
Moving away from thc Hollywood
image includes a dry rush, Taghon
said. Shc added that all members of
the sororities must sign a contract
. with each other banning alcohol in
cach house. "We've never had a wet
rush, per se; no alcohol;' 'she said.
"In the past, fraternities have
always llscd alcohol as a crutch;' Fitz-
patrick said, adding, "each individual
housccan't and mustn't rely on
alcohol to rush. We've got to show
othcr sides of our lifc:'
This year, ill a formal rush, thc
Esrit:fs _"f.~'" .~ ~•••• 4 •••••• 2
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ASBSU Sen, Rick Overton said, n written statement, "Undeniably
"It kind of throws us (ASBSU) off. there were problemsnecessitating a
course. It'll be a while before we decision to resign. The action taken
realize what direction the administra- by Karl, in Illy thinking, was the
tion's headed inag:;in:--It\voll;tsiop -rlgfitonc:l11cre isiio doubt, that he -
us; it will just slow us down for a gave up something that meant a lot
while" to him. It is unfortunate that the
Steve Hippler, executive asistant to price paid was that of resignation. In
the ASBSU president said, "I think that sense I feel bad for him:'
things (within ASBSU) might be a Vog! said his post-presidential
little unstable but eventually things plans arc "to become a student, if I
will work out:' haven't forgotten how, and I'm go-
"I enjoyed working with Pres. ingto raise my GPA amlin May I'm
Vogt. I thought he did a good job going to graduate:'
and I 'think that he'll be missed:' Hip- . Page said she will swear in Hcther-
pier said. ington at Wednesday's senate
"It's up to student government to meeting. The meeting will be held at
work out their problems, or 3 p.m, in the Senate Chambers on the
disagreements. I personally have con- second floor of the SUB.
Iidencc that they can do that:' SUB Hetherington said he has not
Director Greg Blaesing said. chosen anyone to succeed him as vice
ASDSU Sen, Vicky Kecth said, in president.
Rougil life:
Freshman Todd Rumps enjoys some
sun in between cloudbursts last
Thursday as he and some fellow
students rela x in front of the Educa-
tion Building. Students can look Ior-
ward to at least a few more days of
sunshine before shorts, tails and
skatcbnards nrc only memories .
Former ASRSU Pres. Karl Vogt
resigned his' position Sept. 12.
fraternities arc not allowing alcohol
to be used as a tool to recruit IICW
members, Fitzpatrick said.
SUB Director Greg Blaesing said,
"Onc of the things that was really in-
teresting for ficin joining Boise State
is that we all h:\Ye these prcconeeiv-
cd notions of Grcek life. I thought
Greeks might be the students \vho
don't have to work and had a little
more money. In fact, thcy arc people
who arc a littlc more involved:'
He added that most sorority
members at BSU work.
Thc Greeks nrc beginnillg to
recruit older and non-traditional
students, Fitzpatrick and 'P.\ghon
said. "Who is to say we can't go ufter
those 7,500 studcnts who arc com-
muters, those students who arc liv-
ing off campus'!" Fitzpatrick said.
1hghon said BSU's status as a
commuter school, has been an excuse
for unil\1::lginative recruiting .
She said a part-time student who
is mmricd and has t.wo children join-
ed a sorority as an associatc member,
and is now very active with its cor-
poration board,
Fitzpatrick said one of the frater-
nities at BSU has actively been seek-
ing the mcmbership of older
students. He added that older
students have much to offer a frater-
nity or sorority in terms of
experience,
Greeks have been organizing and
strengthening the, bonds between
thcmselves and thc school, 'f;lghon
said. "We're more part of Boise State;
we feci closer affiliated with the col-
lege:' she said. .
'n\ghon also stressed the degree of
eoopcration between fraternities and
sororities and the Student Activitics
Offie~
Fitzpatrick said fratcrnities arc
becoming more sophisticatcd in how
they make overtures to potential new
mcmbcrs. "Wc've learned ,how to ap-
proach p·eoplc, how to scll ourselves
as a house;' he said.
ntacsing said he expects to sce the
Greeks promote themselves betlerin
the future. "They played a big part
in terms of working with new student
week am! orientation weck, and help-
. ing out with Play fair;' he said.
Diana Fairchild, studcnt activities
adviser to the Panhellcnic Council,
said she is encouraged by the levels
of commitment among all the sorori-
ty chaptcrs at aSu.
Both Thghon and Fitzpatrick said
the Greeks will make themselves
heard and seen at Dronco football
games, Fitzpatrick said fraternity
members arc considering painting
their hair and faces before a game.
A card section in the scats proved dif-
ficult, due to logistics, Taghoil said,
but added that she felt it did bring
attention to the Greek· prescnce at
BSU.
Blaesing said fratcrnities and
sororitics "must do somc program-
ming or activities that embrace all of
Boise State, whcther that's in-
dependents, commutcrs, or married
students;' in order to become an cle-
ment of eampns life.
Fitl.patrick said the Greeks plan to
socialize more \vith students livin!?,in
cum pus housing in the future. "We
(the Greek system and the Residence
Hall Association) represcnt the two
living organizations on campus;' he
. said.
By playing a part in organizin[;
campus activities, fraternities and
sororities hclp advertise the school,
drawing in new studcnts, Fairchild
said.
H:dng rituals h,\\'e l'ccn a casualty
of thc changes in the Greck system,
Fitzpatrick said. He said that sueh
degrnding rites would not attract thc
quality people the Greeks want now.
Basque scholar and
author of the book The Guernica
Generation, Dorothy Legarreta, will
speak in the SUB Ada Lounge at
BSU Sept;-22-tH·1~p.m;; on the fate
of Basque children who fled Spain
during the Spanish Civil War.
Her book is on sale at the BSU
Bookstore.
. Legarreta's credentials include a
Ph.D. in curriculum and instruction,
an M.A. in ~~ chilQQ~Q9J~duca-
tion, and a B.A. in bio-chemistry and
nutrition from the University of
California, Berkeley.
Her talk is free and the public is
encouraged to attend.
;;
For your brain: BSU's College of BusineSswill offer the second of four
repeating seminars Sept. 27, as part
of its Professional Development
Programs.
The seminar, which will be led by
BSU Associate Professor John
Medlin. is intended for any in-
dividual who wants a basic
understanding of the popular finan-
cial spreadsheet torus 1-2-3. All
participants will be assigned an IBM
personal computer. and the entire
seminar will be taught with a hands-
on approach.
Each session will be held 9 a.m-S
p.m, in room 209 of the Business
Building. The fee is $150and advance
registration is required.
The two remaining sessions of the.
seminar are scheduled for Oct. 25
and Nov. 15.
For further information, call the
College of Business at 385-1125.
. The Stock Market
Game, which introduces people to
the concepts of the real stock market,
will begin Oct. 3.
Deadline for applications is Sept.
26 and cost is $5 per team. Call Carol.
Seiber at 385-1193 or 342-8600 for
information:
"Our first goal is to teach
economics and to help participants
understand that underlying factors in
the economy cause the stock market
to gyrate:' said Gerald Draayer, direc-
tor of the Idaho Council on
Economic Education.
The game is a computer simula-
tion of the actual daily transactions
on the New Yorkand American stock
exchanges. Participants buy and sell
stocks and bonds with a theoretical
$100,000.
The 10-week game involves
players in a simulation of financial
investments on the stock exchange.
Public Historyxes. the
quarterly publication of the National
Council on Public History, is now be-
ing published by the BSU School of
Social Sciences and Public Affairs
and the Department of History.
Edited by Todd Shall at, BSU
associate professor of history, the
newsletter provides NCPH members
with articles and editorial comments
on key issues and information about
public history projects, academic
programs, the council's meetings,
workshops and annual conferences.
issues ranging from the peace move-
ment to the status of Soviet women.'.
The programs, to which all facul-
ty and students are invited, will be
conducted in the Department of
Social Work suite, Education
Building, Room 716 from 3-4:30
p.m, Refreshments will be served.
The remaining programs in the
series are: Sept. IS, "Power and
Practice in the Contemporary Peace
Movement," Michael Blain, assis-
tant professor of sociology; Sept. 22,
"The Soviet Woman: Revolutionary
Vision and Present Day Realities,"
Phoebe Lundy, associate professor
of history; Sept. 29, "Children's
Play with Power: He-Man and Other
Super-Heroes," Judy French,
associate professor of teacher
education.
The BSU Organization
of Student Social Workers will host
a series of September Monday after-
noon programs featuring research of
several BSU faculty members on:
The senate beat:
Before former ASBSU Pres.
Karl Vogt's resignation, he spoke
at the ASBSU Senate's Wednes-
day meeting.
His speech included stressing
that the senate should emphasize
both what the student needs and
what the student wants. He said
that ASBSU has a strong lobby-
ing program and that it should
use this to lobby the State Board
of Education for the student's
interests.
Vogt said over one-half of the
students' fees do not go towards
education itself, which he said is
not necessarily bad unless the
money is spent outside of the
students' interests.
Vogt also said he was concern-
ed with the loss of student input
at KBSU.
Students do not think ASBSU
is serious, but regard it as a joke,
Vogt said toward the end of his
speech. He added that he is tired
of "baffling the student body"
and that, for once, he would like
to see them dazzled.
Before Vogt's speech, Acting
Pres. John Hetherington gave
the senate a test on the ASBSU
Constitution, senate and
presidential -pOWCfS-;-·· and
parliamentary procedure.
After Vogt's speech, the senate
went into executive session to
discuss personnel matters, accor-
ding to Hetherington.
In the Sept. 8 caucus 'meeting,
the senate considered three pro-
prosals, all of which were sent to
committee,
The first proposal was to
allocate $1032.50 to the Construc-
tion Management Club in order
to send five of its officers and
alumni to Kansas City to receive
a national award.
The senators also considered a
proposal to give back unspent
funds to' the Student Programs
Board.
The last proposal was to in-
crease the ASBSU's work study
allotment so two more secretarial
assistants could be hired.
You doni have
to be an archaeolo major
to diguP.a fee
student c.neddng account
at First Security
At First Security, free
checking is. no longer a thing of
the past. Our student checking
account has practically every
service you need, for free ..
You em write ten free
checks a month (.50 a check
after ten). Your first set of fifty
checks are free. And you get a
free First Security Cash .Card
for unlimited, 24-hour use of
HandiBank and PIUS®System
automated teller machines.
There's no monthly fee,
no minimum balance required,
and you can open one for as
little as 525. .
Plus, those who qualify
can get a free First Security
Visa Banking Card to use like
a check where checks aren't
accepted.
And on every dollar over
$ I-,OOO, the account earns
5 Ijj% interest.
Ask about the student
checking account at any First
Security office. And discover
the find of the century.
for free student
checking, we're right where
you want us to be
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by c.n. Cooley"
The University Nell's
policy and domestic programs.' par-
ticipated in the simulation, held Sept.
10 in the Sirnplot/Micron Technol-
ogyCenter.
Each group was composed of four
to five of Idaho's political, business
and social agency leaders with a
resource person for each group.
BSU President John Keiser, mod-
erator for the session, stressed in his
opening speech that each person
should not only back the interests of
their group, but add their own per-
sonal feelings as well.
The simulation consisted of two
closely timed sessions.
The first session gave the groups
60.minutes to evaluate the problem
and design a solution within the in-
dividual groups. -
The second session lasted 90
minutes, and consisted of each group
presenting their solution. After all of
the proposed solutions were
presented, the groups as a whole
compromised to create a final
solution.
A group of Idaho's political,
business and social agency leaders
recently participated in a nationwide
deficit-reducing simulation, called
Debtbusters, aimed at balancing the
nation's budget by 1991.
The results of the Idaho meeting
will be combined with reports from
across the nation, and the final plan
will be reported to the Debtbusters
center in Washington, D.C.
The Roosevelt Center for Amer-
ican Policy Studies created the Debt-
busters project in order to decrease .
the $200 billion deficit to a projected
goal of $0 by 1991. The simulation
was conducted nationwide asa cam-
paign to come up with a solution
and to inform the American public
about the problems of reducing the
deficit.
Four groups, representing defense
/foreign affairs, Social Security/
Medicare/federal retirement, tax
always sets aside a portion of "its
budget for remodeling, according to
Blaesing.
Re-roofing over the SUB's Though estimates vary; construe-
Lookout Room. will begin some tion should begin between Sept. 16
time this month, according to SUB and Sept. 31. "All work should be
Director Greg Blaesing. done within two to three weeks:'
He added that the construction Blaesing said.
will not inconvenience students. According to Leinberger, the roof
"They (students) may have to walk will be stripped down to its steel
around roofing materials:' Blaesing deck. Layers of insulation, a fire bar-
said, "but I don't think there will be rier and vapor barriers will be add-
any problem:' cd and topped by a single-ply mcm-
Marty Leinberger, of SUB Opera- brane made of chlorosulfonated
tions, said he is positive there will be polyethelene.
no problems. "These new boards should last
"We'll have a crane lifting materials much longer than the roofs elsewhere
directly to the roof" Leinberger said. on campus:' Leinberger said.
"Students will even be able to usc the Blaesing said his office is looking
Lookout during construction:' into remodeling the Ada and Boisean
Modern Roofinz.is.inchnrac.offhe ...Lounges to make them more.aurae- ..
$50,000 project, Blaesing said. Fund- tive, and into purchasing new furni-
ing for this project will come out of ture, after the re-roofing.
the university which
by Uey Baldazo
The University News
RT SUPPLIES
MA I MER I - B R E RA a I L S
150Ml TUBESs 4 . 2 5 ALL C oi, 0 R S
OILS, ACRYLICS AND WATERCOLORS. PLUS RE~ATED SUPPLIES
DRAWING, CALLIGRAPHY AND FRAMING SUPPLIES
SOMETHING YOU WANT AND CAN'T FIND? GIVE US A TRY ...
WE SPECIAL ORDERI
PRESENT YOUR STUDENT I.D. CARD AND RECEIVE 10% OFF
ARTIST SUPPLIES. 0 I " B<. r:: .
rr dnl ~"~~'~<':lurnJturl'
BOISE, IDAHO 83705
344·9205 9:30·6:00 DAILY
SAT. 9:30·5:00
r Mon-Fri Happy Hour 5-6:30 2 for 1
Wed-Sun Live Rock & Roll
with
'RIED STONE
Mon. (1 Tues. Wed. Thurs. .
Curtis Stigers All the Draft Champagne
Jazz Quartet You Can Drlnl\ For the Ladies
for $5.00 $2 per bottle
Club D.J.'s
107 S. 6th SI. Downtown-Old Boiso
345·0560r------------------~~-----8I p.3:5. DIRiNI(§ I
I with' . II .,G
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: (Certain restrictions do apply.) I
I Expires 9-18-86 i~~__~~ ~__-~~---__-~--a
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Russel Westerberg, far left, president of Associated Taxpayers of Idaho,
Dr. Don Holly, Ore-Ida Foods and Jock Peterson, president of Idaho Min-
ing Association were all members of the "tllX team." Three other groups
participated in the simulation, designed to find II solution to the national debt.
QUESTION tt3.
OJ) Along disfancecamng p!cm~hatlets you ma~tean
--hour's worih of cells to any other-state in America fOll····
lust $10.15 a month,
b) A90-munure specia~smiTing "Up.Wiih Peopk~~'
c) Agreat deal, beccuse ihe second hour costs even
less. .
d) If you'd reod ~hechapter on Manifest Destinv, you'd
know,
e) ioo good to pass up, because i~lets YOM save 15%off
t\ie~ilsa~ready discounted evening rotes.
If you can guess t.he answcrs to t.his quiz, you could ~aveon your
long distancc phone bill, wit.h.A'liSil"s~Reach.Out Amcrlca1 long
distance calling plan. If you hve off .£:''lmQus..,.ltets yo.uma (e a ..;;i;::".</
full hour's worth of c~ an.y ofher, state IIIAmel'lca-. -.. 4""'. ;/' l)/"c.,
including Alaska, HawaII, Puerto Rlco..a.!jdthc U.S'_.P"'- , 11/Jf( U/
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'0;&11 could save Will be easy to get used to. ¥ vI i'<f' '/ "",I
To find more about ';ll£il~1:IOut America') . ~ 1l"".. t__Jf
or to order the service, caITtoli free 12.~.Vy~.'
today at 18CO CALL NIT, V~ .
that is 1300225-5288, Ext. 147. <,'
The right choice.
Senate follies back in session
Last year, in this very space, an editorial appeared at election time endors-
ing the Karl Vogt/John Hetherington ticket. Whether or not the editorial af-
fected the results, Vogt and Hetherington won. However, the entire process
was, and this is a conservative label, a mess. There were bad feelings; there
were rumors-nearly all of them unsubstantiated (as rumors often are); there
were petitions; there were threats of recall elections. Juvenalia abounded, begin-
ning when the duo announced their intention to run. It has not quit, even now.
We don't know specifically why Vogt decided to resign. Nothing specific,
in fact, might be the reason. One feels it is more likely that the sum total of
ill feelings sent hurling in Vogt's direction brought on his decision. In any event,
the senate had more than a little to do with it.
It is a sad day when personal animosities, founded or unfounded, are the
cause of an official's resignation-especially'when that official was not really
given a chance.
All of the whisperings and whinings were kept quiet and only repeated to
those "on the inside:' Occasionally whispers and whines would make it across
the street to the newspaper offices. We would ask questions that would not
be answered; we would be told delicious tidbits off the record. It was a game
the senators played: The use-the-newspaper game. All of that, at this point,
is strictly hindsight-good for the future, useless for the present.
- The point is that the senatorial god, Anger (and his host of demons, Resent-
ment, Betrayal, Snobbery and Unprofessionaiism), has claimed another vic-
tim. Who knows whatthis victim could have accomplished had the senate at-
tempted to cooperate? Maybe a great deal-maybe nothing, after all.
_ So, 0 student voters, know your candidates; be sure they can work together.
If they cannot, the majority of their time will be taken up with offense and
defense rather than your interests. We feel that the tackling should be left up
to the football team and the business of student government left up to the
people whom we have elected. Maybe now the senate members will settle in
"'to their 'duties.' ",','" "",,,:Co' ,.... ',',""C' cc, "','
After all, while all this backbiting, backstabbing and backward movement
was going on, the students lost control of KBSU, endured another fee increase,
and nearly allowed health insurance coverage to evaporate,
From what we've seen so far, foibles must be much more interesting than
work. Now that one target has been shot down, another is sure to be found.
After all, why should the senate mind its own business when everyone else's
is so intriguing?
o 0 ~
by Karen Kammann
The University News
There seem to be an alarming number of
people out there in The Real World who do
not have a grasp of an important newspaper
basic. This basic makes all ihe difference as
to whether a paper is viewed as fair and ob-
jective or as unutterably biased.
It is the editorial page. Or rather, the dif-
ference between the editorial and review
pages and the rest of the paper.
Despite the fact that the word "Opinion"
is blazoned across the top of our editorial
page in largish letters, many people seem to
expect it to be objective and fair. It is not.
Nothing is more important to a newpaper's
credibility than objectivity or, as we call it,
fairness and accuracy. Before a story is
printed in The University News, at least two,
and usually three, people other than the
reporter have looked at it-for fairness and
objectivity-as well as spelling, punctuation
and grammar. In truth, a typo is more likely
to slip' by than a slanted story.
But journalists arc human beings, too. As
such, we all have opinions on almost every
subject that comes our way-just as you do.
The editorial page is the place we air those
opinions.
It docs not pretend to be objective. It is ac-
curate. If something is presented as fact on
this page, it has been researched.just as
thoroughly as material on any other page.
But, we do have free reign to present our
Letters to the editor should be typed, double-
spaced and no longer than 500 words. The let-
ters must be signed and a telephone number
provided for our verification procedures.
The University News reserves the right to
edit letters for spelling, grammar, punctuation,
length and libelous or offensive content.
We, at The University News, agree with the
USSPA Code of Ethics. Among the provisions
THE VHEW IF~OM
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carefully-considered opinionson this. page..
If you do not agree with those opinions, that
is all right. The purpose of the page is not
only to persuade, but also to provoke
thought.
Frequently, the person who wrote a news
story on all issue will do the editorial on it.
That docs not mean the story is any less ob-
jective than it would have been otherwise. It
means that the person who wrote the editorial
was the one with the most knowledge of the
issue. '
Everyone has an opinion; and everyone, at
some time or other, has to suppress and work
around an opinion.
Have you ever been nice to a boss you
despised? Written a paper supporting a thesis
you did not like or agree with, because that
was the assignment? Publishing an opinion
does not strengthen it in any way; it only
makes it public.
The editorial page is open 10 the readers,
too. The letters-to-the-editor column seems
to fluctuate between ncar-emptiness and be-
ing so crowded it overflows onto the next
page.
I think you will find that it is a lot of fun
to sit back and tell a whole bunch of other
people precisely what you think. You may
also find it is more of a responsibility than
you bargained for, when it is time to check
y,our facts. But the fun of self-expression and
of having a chance to persuade someone to
agree with you outweigh the drawbacks every
time.
I
I
I
I
I
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Drug testing and Proposition '48 have been
described as needed for the integrity of foot-
ball and other sports. I won't argue its need.
However, in the history of major college foot-
ball there has only been two black head
coaches.
This year there are none. In the NFL there
has only been one, and-none in my (baby-
boomer) lifetime. The reasons arc racial
discrimination and "buddyism!'
If you listen to a game, you will frequent-
ly hear black athletes described in the follow-
ing ways: "He has so much natural abili-
ty,"'you don't coach what he docs;' and "He
was born to play this game:'
On the other hand, gifted white athletes
arc described as giving 110 percent, and be-
ing "intelligent players:' Such comments rein-
force all the negative impressions and
stereotypes of blacks.
The best way to define "buddyism" is to
consider the following scenario: In the 1950s
and 60s many of the college football powers,
such as Alabama, Texas, Arkansas and
Oklahoma, were predominantly white.
Former players from such teams were fre-
qucntly hired as assistant coaches and were
thereby placed in the "pipeline" to later
become coordinators, head coaches and
athletic directors.
As these former players, move up the lad-
der, they remember their "buddies" and
either hire them or put in a good word for
them. This cycle is then repeated over and
over, effectively exeluding blacks from serious
consideration for the more sought-after
coaching positions.
Although most major colleges now have
one black assistant coach, he is usually
relegated to an ""overseer's role" in dealing
with and recruiting black players.
Whatever the reason for the absence of
black head coaches at the major college and
professional football levels, it casts doubts on
the integrity of the sport. .
In recognition of this deplorable state of
affairs, I strongly encourage football players,
black and white, at all levels, along with their
fans, to Wear black arm 01' wrist bands at all
football-related events held on Oct. 4.
Don Allen
Oklahoma City, Okla.
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of the code are: "Freedom of expression and
debate by means of a free and vigorous stu-
dent press is essential to the effectiveness of
an educational community in a democratic
society"
. "Th~ student press inust provide an open
forum tor unfettered expression of opinion, in-
cluding those opinions differing from editorial
policY.'
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The program is affiliated with the
, World Center for Birds of Prey, near
Boise. Rychert said the center makes
master's of science the raptor degree "a natural:'
degree in rap'JJtoClJ[L..-_:.:.... T.l..1.l'hel:.lf;cP is a" lot of enthusiasm in
biology is now offered our community for raptors and their
at BSU, according to .habitat" Rychert said.
Dr. Robert Rychert, The World Center for Birds of
coordinator of biology Prey provides students with a unique
graduate studies. opportunity to study the techniques,
The degree is planned for students physiology, and ecology of the cap-
holding or expecting a bachelor's tive breeding and release of rare and
degree in one of the disciplines of endangered birds of prey, he said.
biological sciences: In addition, the Snake River Birds
The degree is designed "to enhance of Prey Natural Area, with the largest'
their knowledge and understanding concentration of nesting raptors in
of raptor biology and ecology;' North America, provides an oppor-
Rychert said. tunity to study captor biology and
aster's
by Sheri Crook
The University Nell'S
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by Ann Marie McN~lI)'
The University Nell'S
Popular portrayal of the ar-
chaeological dig has the ardent ar-
chaeologist grabbing for his shovel
and beginning, at random, to dig for
artifacts. However, the processes in-
volved in recovering archaeological
--artifacts are precise and controlled.
Last summer, BSU offered a field
school for anthropology 'students,
primarily "to establish continuity for
the students by being actively involv-
ed in research:' according to Dr.
Mark Plew, the field school's
director.
The school gave students hands-on
experience in techniques of excava-
tion, preservation and cataloging of
artifacts at an actual archaeological
site.
Fourteen students from BSLJ par-
ticipated in the field school, receiv-
ing six credits for the five weeks. Six
students are following up the field
school with an independent study of
the artifacts in the lab this fall.
"The field school was advertised
nationally; applicants applied from
across the nation. We ended up pick-
ing all BSU students so they would
have an opportunity to experience the
field school before they graduated:'
Plew said.
The students worked on a site ap-
proximately three miles from Glenns
Ferry, about 50 yards from where the
Oregon trail crosses the Snake River.
Tents were set up for the students
a mile or so from the site, according
to Kevin Meyers, a student who par-
ticipated in the field school and who
will be assisting in the lab this fall.
Students endured intense heat, wind
storms and a tornado warning, he
said.
Last spring the site was tested to
see how deep the deposits were. "We
knew this was a site with potential to
be very good:' Plewsaid,
To begin the actual process of ex-
cavation, a datum line, or point of
reference for the site, is established.
Workers measure the site and divide
it into quadrants to establish the
perimeter of the site.
'The field school worked out of the
northeast quadrant, digging pits on
II two-by-two meter grid system with
a depth of ten centimeters, according
to Meyers.
Every field worker kept a field
.book.aud recorded everything on the--
surface of the pit, Meyers said. Each
IO-centimeter level had a map and
level records to record where the ar-
tifacts were found.
Records were kept to show the rela-
tionships between artifacts according
to where they were found. After this
process was' completed, another 10
centimeters was dug, Meyers said.
A trowel or flat shovel was used to
scrape away dirt and rocks from the
artifacts. "Depending on the depth,
shovel shaving can excavate faster
and more efficiently than with a
trowel in most instances:' Meyers
said.
One of thc mechanisms used to
find small artifacts was a notation
by David Beckman
The University News
BSU's year honoring Ernest
Hemingway continues this week
with a conference based on the
author's distrust of political ex-
tremism, according to Special
Events Coordinator, Norman
Weinstein.
The conference, called
"Countering the Tactics of
Political Extremists" will feature
left-wing journalist and poet Ed
Sanders Sept. 17 in the SUB
Ballroom at 7 p.m.
Conservative critic and jour-
nalist Jeffery Hart, also original-
ly scheduled to address the con-
ference, has cancelled his ap-
pcurance. No reason was given for
his cancellation, Weinstein said.
Sanders is the author of The
Fami/»un account of convicted
murderer Charles Manson and his
followers. He was also the
founder and leader of the '60s
coullter-culture rock band, The
Fugs.
"Hemingway had a lot of
distrust of extremists;' Weinstein
said. He said the author once sent
a letter to Wisconsin Sen. Joseph
McCarthy, challenging him to a
boxing match.
Weinstein said Sanders will
return the next evening, Sept. 18,
to the SUB Lookout Room at 7:30
p.m. to read some of his poems
about courage and conscience.
A talk by Basque author and
scholar Dorothy Lcgarrctta about
the fate of the Basqurc children
exiled Gucrnica, Spain, during the
Spanish Civil War, and an artist's
workshop presented by artist and
author Toby Judith Klayman for
artists and art lovers, called
"Dealing With Economic Real-
ities and Art in the Same Breath;'
arc also scheduled for September.'
Legarretta's talk is scheduled on
Sept. 22 in the SUB Ada Loupge
at 7 p.m. Klayman's workshop is
scheduled to be held Scpt. 24 in
the SUB Ballroom at 7 p.m. '
Hemingway Year events in Oc-
tober arc schcduled to inelude a
five-week Western film festival, ..
workshops and concerts in
Spanish dance and a talk by
psychologist and author James
Hillman about' Hemingway's at-
titude toward aging.
Weinstein said all events
'presented during the Hemingway
Year are free of charge and open
to the public.
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ecology, Rychert said.
The degree is the only graduate
degree offered in the College of Arts
and Sciences, according to Rychert,
He .said the raptor program is a
"metaphor for where the university
should be going:' adding, "The area
will remain stagnant unless we offer
more at a graduate level"
Rychert said each graduate stu-
dent's raptor program will be in-
dividualized and, depending on the
thesis topic chosen, some students
may be required to take selected
courses at ISU or U of I.
The program requires a minimum
of 30 credits; 2 credits of graduate
seminar and 6 credits of thesis arc re-
quired as part of those credits.
Students may apply for admission
at any time; however, applications
must be complete by Nov. I, for
spring semester admission, and by
April I, for fall semester admission,
in order' to be considered for
assistantships, Rychert said.
For course descriptions and addi-
tional information, contact Rychert
at 385-3495.
Rar.e species:
tank. The 50-gallon drum had "the
capacity to gently wash material,
separating the dirt from the organic
material and the artifacts:' Meyers
said.
The flotation tank processed
material quickly, doing work in
minutes that, otherwise, would have
taken hours.
Many small artifacts were
discovered this way.
Shells carved into pendants "pro-
bably came .from the coast through
the trading process:' Meyers said. The
lJ
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students found two glass trade beads
which indicated Euro-American con-
tact, Plew said. Two ornamental teeth
were found as well.
Salmon remains and fire-cracked
rocks, which were heated and drop-
ped into water to boil it, are evidence
that the site function was for seasonal
living in the spring and fall.
In addition to these, a wickiup, or
hut, which "is going to help us to bet-
ter understand the kind of variabili-
ty that exists in the structure;' of
prehistoric housing, was found, Plcw
, by Mike Mcdbcrry
Tile University Neil'S
Idaho will look attractive to the
DOE, He also said increased support
to engineering, vocational-technical,
and humanities programs, as well as
to primary and secondary education,
would be needed, Proposed funding
holds a price tag of nearly SiD
million.
Reimann said he expects that most
operation and maintenance person-
nel for the sse, and 50 percent of the
construction labor, would come from
Idaho.
Expanded course offerings and
opportunities to be involved in
vanguard research with international- .
Iy renowned physicists and Nobel
Laureates might. be available to
Idaho's studcnts, if the SSC is loeatcd
in Idaho, he said.
"There will be all kinds of oppor-
tunities for bright, hard-working,
we!l-cdueated students;' aecording to
William Mech, chairman of the com-
mittee and director of BSU's Honors
Program.
At least seven other slales arc com-
peting seriously for the SSC project,
according to Rick Thembley, SSC
Coordinator for the Statc Depart-
ment of Commerce.
"We've got tile competition beat
cold as far as construction costs go;
Chris Butlar I Ullivarsily NIJWS
Neither of these two female
peregrine falcons can be released.
The 2V2 year old, above, was rais-
ed in captivity while the 4 month
old, left, ·Ims Impaired vision.
said.
Meyers said approximately 1,200
artifacts were found.
The field school also included
weekly lectures from speakers such as
Jim Woods of CSI and director of
the Herrit Museum; Elton Bentley
and Max Pavesic, both from BSU;
and Tom Greene, Idaho state
archaeologist.
According to Plew, the field school
will continue to be part of the cur-
riculum offered in summers to come.
A statewide inter-university com-
mittee recently recommended that
-Idaho increase its cducarional budget
by 10 percent in order to try to bring
a proposed Supcrconducting Super
Collidcr to the Idaho National
Engineering Laboratory, according to
BSU physics professor, Dr. Dick
Reimann, a member of the
committee.
The Department of Energy is plan-
ning the multi-billion dollar collider,
which would be the largest particle
accelerator of its kind in the world,
having a circumference of nearly 60
miles. Physicists usc such instruments
to discover the nature of elementary
forills of matter.
Although Reimann said he is op-
timistic about INEI.:s chance for be-
ing chosen as a site for the SSC, he
said, ''a strike against Idaho is the sad
state of its educational system. We
need to make Idaho education look
less bad to people makilig the
decision:'
Rcimann said he believes that the
level of support for physics in Idaho
unive~sities must be doubled before
if they give us thc go-ahead we could
break ground the next day;' Trembley
said. Other potential SSC sites have
fewer support facilities, less open
space, or less flat ground t h-an the
INEL site.
Thc energy department will an-
nounce its plans, either to proceed
with or shelve the SSC project, by the
end of this month. If the project is
pursued. the department will accept
siting proposals from individual
states and decide on a spcci fic loca-
tion in one year. The cOllider would
be operational approximately four
Furs after the siting decision is made.
The BSU library isthe repository.,
or "effort librarY,' of all informatioIl
rclating to tile SSC projcct in Idaho.
A video describing the project and its
potential was created by Reimann
and Dick Grabea!.
The video and other information
nre available at the library through
Mceh.
, In a presentation to the Governor's
i'JskForceon the SSC, 1\1ech said,
"\Ve have nlready accomplished good
things: coopemtion among (Idaho)
. universities, ('omputer networking,
research collaboration, and just luiI-;·
ing with each other more:'
t.,l_o_'._.·" : ..-."
g:.reet til- , ,fails Journey hits town Tuesday
I saw these guys in an airport in Kansas
three weeks ago and they seemed quiet
enough then, but bets arc on the table that
they'll raise more than a peep in the Pavilion
Tuesday night-probably even a feiv fans'
spirits. What can I say, if you like them?
R'~========'--- ;;;~ 1...;',,; .~ .... d;1'~"""" , " --~ .....--=~_,= ..J<1
They're famous, and you've probably already
bought their new album Raised 011 Radio
that they're jaunting about to promote.
Tickets arc $15, and arc available at all
Select -A-Scat outlets.
Hey, man, who wcrc The Fugs
anyway? Ask Ed Sanders, a poet and
journalist who was a member of The
Fugs, a '60s satirical cnsemble of poets
and musieians, whilc he's on campus
this week. Sanders will spcak on
Countcring the Tactics of Political Ex-
tremists Wednesday, and hc will givc a
poctry reading Thursday cvcning.
Among Sandcrs' many ac~
complishmcnts arc his nonfiction ac-
count of the Charles Manson group,
The Family, awards for his poetry and
short stories from the National En-
dowm'ent for the Arts, and a Gug-
genheim Fellowship in poetry. His re-
cent works arc titled Tilles of Beatl/ik
Glor): and Nuke Shrine Barbcquc,
Stories from the '60s and 70s. He also
records original music and poetry, per-
forms reunion concerts with The Fugs,
and designs high-tech musicnl in-
struments. His lecture Sept. 17 is at 7
p.m. in the SUB Ballroom; the poetry
reading will be in the SUB Lookout
room at 7 p.m. on Sept. 18. Sanders'
visit is sponsored by the Hemingway
Year at BSU, and admission is frce.
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be a marimba band. Two of the pieces are
drum solos. Do you rememberthe Sesame
Street short films? They would try to teach
What if you could watch neetho~en write you to count by adding and subtracting car-
a symphony or Shakespeare direct a produc- toon figures Of ladybugs or whatever? The
tion of Hamlet or Picasso paint a picture? drum solos and the art together reminded me
Sounds nifty, doesn't it? Forget Beethoven of this. If Picasso knew, he probably would
and Shakespeare (only for the remainder of be disgusted. When I thought about it, I was.
the review) and concentrate on-l'icassO'-'------What is the mystery? It is not singular, ir
I know Picasso, because he designed, the is' plural: what the fig\lre is; what it means;
li'Ibird that decorates my waterbed sheets. what will it be; wherjithe lines will appear;
Now, though, I know Picasso better. I know what color wi\Ibc a<lde;;l,now.The lines can
better because I have seen The Mystery of be seen as thcy,i1re,'il)~ide; sometimes they
Picasso, playing this week at The Flicks. . come.ip bunches,' The colors arc added in
In 1956 a French director convinced. "blobs/all; the btobs atoncc or one blob at
Picasso to draw fer the cm'rieraon, il' \atinle. Things dl;'ilge.They disappear. They
transparent screen sofhatthe audience could ··are distorted. They emerge. They arc covered
see thc formsla~;ing \sliape' \yHhno' up. They seem to seck perfection by
obstructions-not tin'l;:;no; iirusN~s,'noi the ..themselves.
artist. The pictures seem to draw and P<ljllt At the end of an hour and a half, with
themselves. Picasso tdves us, layer. by layer, about a dozen drawings finished, he signs his
bullfights, nudes, a ~Hillife-:-lhc style, the name and walks off. .
colors, the subjects for which he is' known. So, how do you rate a film like this? If it
It's a remarkable idea: take a great artist, is art, as in drawings and paintings, it
over 70 years old, p\,r him in a studio with deserves the highest rating. Picasso destroyed
a cameraman and watch him create. We see the drawings when the film was over and the
art and the art of filming art. In between the celluloid is the only record of them. It isn't
creations, Picasso speaks. He likes it; he the art, though, that I'm assigned to review;
doesn't like it; he'll try it in oil; do we have it's the film that contains them. The film is
enough film for one more? He tries, erases, different-and technically inferior-a good
adds, paints over. "This is bad. Very idea that didn't seem to reach fulfillment.
bad .... Vcry,very bad:' He begins again. "In Picasso fans ought to rush to the film; film
any case, it's a picture:' fans ought to wait for something better.
TI.1e?rawing is accompanied by ~uu~ic.T~e Rating system: Four thumbs lip is outstan-
music IS bad. Very bad. It docsn t fir. It IS ding; four thumbs down is III/bearable.
a symphony when it should be a string ~
quartet. It is a flamenco guitar when it should ~.
by Edith Decker
The University Neil'S
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by Tim Johnstone tions written, or made famous, by such ar-
The University Neil'S tists as Jimi Hendrix, John Lee Hooker, Glen
Campbell, Johnny Cash, and the Velvet
Blaster frontrnan Phil Alvin's and alter- Underground.
native music favorite Nick Cave and the Bad Kicking has a harder edge.than Stories, yet
Seeds' new albums arc both collections of it maintains the same minimal feel. The
standard blues, jazz and folk songs. album opens with "Muddy Water" Cave's
The new eollcctions arc true to the original deep and gravelly vocals cut through the
works, with healthy doses of thc new artists' guitar, piano, cheeseball organ fills, and
personality and talcnts.· strings. The whole song comes off sounding
On Un'Sung Stories'; Phil Alvin gets some like something from Tom Waits.
help from two of the hottest bands in the "I'm Gonna Kill That Woman:' a John Lee
jazz/blues field-Sun Ra and his Arkestra Hooker song, receives a down-and-out blues
and New Orleans' Dirty Dozen Brass Band. treatment.
Both bands feature horn players and per- "Sleeping Anleah" features acoustic, elcc·
cussionists. Sun Ra and his Arkestra arc tric, and slide guitars, nice piano work, and·
featured'on several of the albul11's strongest a fairly slVecping chorus. "Something's Got-
tracks, including "Brother Can You Spare a ten Hold of My Heart:' is in the same vein.
Dime;' and Cab Calloway's "The Old Man With its vibcs, strings and overall squishy
of the Mountain;' "Minnie the Moochcr,' and appeal, it would conceivably fit on any Ig-
"Kicking the Gong Around:' lcsias albllll1. But it works, and I had to smile.
The last two arc arrangea together in a Cave also stcps into the gospel mode with·
great mcdley call "The Ballad of Smokey "Jesus Met 'the Woman at the Well:' featur-
Joe:' ing a strong doo·wop vocal arrangement.
The Dirty Dozen Brass Band plays on the In fact, Nick's Bad Seeds give good vocal
album's opening track, "Someone Stole support throughout the album. On the "Long
Gabriel's Horn:' a perfect slice of hot New Black Veil;' Cave handles the bluesy verse
Orleans jazz. vocals until the song drops into thc chorus,
But the album isn't all New Orlcans- and the band whips up some very impressive,
l1avored jazz classics. The Jubilee Train Kingston Trio-ish tight vocal harmonics.
Singers join Phil and drummer David Car- A Lou Reed gem, "All Tomorrows Partics;'
rol on "Death in thc Morning:' a strong has powerful harmonies compiimenting the.
southern gospel stomp. pulsing guitar and pianolilix.
The vocals carry the weight of the song, However, Cave's biggest vocal accomplish-
whicll is often the case on this album. Alvin ment on the album may bc "The Singer,'
has left instrumentation sparse, and on written by Johnny Cash. Cave's vocal is a
several tracks tells his stories with vocals and study in Leonard Cohen, complete down to
u single guitar. Cohen's careful and solemn diction.
,~ Throughout the album. his first-rate vocals Not all of the covers work under Cavc's
r match the mood and style of each number, direction. "Hey Joe" is simply too intense to
I as is the case in "Gangster's Blues:' a more be enjoyable, and ends up a mushy-jungle-
traditional blues song that will sound familiar guitar dirge.
to anyone who has heard Levi's conmlereials. Rating system: rOllr thumbs lip is ollistun- J
Nick Cave's Kicking Against the Pricks is ding; four thumbs down is IIl/bearablc.
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Uool.store Sale to bencfit all-university
scholarships, through Scpt. 27, Boisean
tounge,
President's Photogrnphy Contest open to
BSU S!l\dents, entrics due Nov. 17, submit to,
Norm Weinstein, Business Building, room
319. .
uclUfe on "Power lIml Prnctke in the COli-
tcmllornry Pellce Movement", sponsored by
the Organization of Student Social Workcrs,
Education Building, room 716, 3 p.m., frce.
nsu Community Orchcstrn rehears:ll, new
membcrs invited, Morrison Center, room
B-125, 7-10 p.m.
JOllflley.concert, Pavilion, 8 p.m., SI5,
Morrison Center Live on KllSU, Boise
Philharmonic String Quartet plays Brahms,
91.3 FM, 8 p.m. -
[,nst dllYfor 75 percent refund for dropping
a class or withdmwing from the university.
\Vorl{jng V!"olllen'sBrcalrf~lst, Boisc attorney
Susan Graham will speak on "The Basics of
Your Legal Lifetime;' 7-8 a.m., YWCA, con-
tinental brcakfast $2.50,-frc_e coffee.
Reception for Stllllil'S Abroad alumni :llltl
fncult",all interested students and faculty in-
vited, 4-5:30 p.m., SUB Nez Perce Room.
Conference on "Countcrinj:: the 'IllCHcs of
Politirnl E"trcmists," with poet/journalist Ed
Sanders, SUB Ballrooin, 7 p.m., free.
"Let's Talk About It" discussion of Tille
Olsen's }onnondiomn, \cd by BSU professor
Dr. Carol Martin, Boise -Public Library
auditorium, 7 p.m., free.
The pre-feminist era's favorite fairy tale,
Sleeping Beaut): will be told through dance
on the Morrison Center Stage this Friday
and Saturday by Ballet West from Salt Lake
City. Maestro Varujan Kojian, Music Direc-
tor of Ballet West, will be guest conductor of
the Boise Philharmonic in their performance
of 'Ichaikovsky's score. Dancers Rhonda
Lee and Martin Leuthauser lead the ballet
corps of some 40 friends, fairies and wood
nymphs through the classic tale, with what
Dance Magazine calls "joie de vivrc, reveling
in their most beautiful production ever.'
Sleeping Beauty will be staged Sept. 19 at
8:15 p.m, and Sept. 20 at 2 p.m, Tickets range
from $ll to $20, with discounts for children
'. during the Saturday matinee, and arc
) available through all Select-A-Seai outlets.
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Roman~ec
composers
vea~lLnred
Supplement your
understanding of the
Romantic Period-no,'
not by heading for the
park with your loved
one-but by attending
this performance of
music by Romantic
composers. BSU music
professors Lynn and
Linda Eustice Berg will .
sing ducts by Schubert,
Mendelssohn, Schu-
mann, Mahler and
Brahms Sept. 19 at 8
p.m, in the Morrison Center Recital Hall. The husband-and-wife vocalists will be accom-
panied by Del Parkinson on piano. Admission to the concert is free to BSU students, staff,
and faculty; $4 general; and $2 for non-BSU students and seniors.
~l'
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Poetry rc;uling by Ed S:lI;llers, SUB Lookout
Room, 7 p.m., free.
Dclr.ltc Club, [(appa nelta, conference, SUB,
8:30 a.m.-noon.
Art Exhibit, Posl-lHodcm Classicism, at the
Boise Gallery of Art, through Nov. 2.
3nllct \Yest and the Boise Philharmonic per-
form Tchaikovsky's Sleeping Beaut): .Mor-
rison Center, 2 p.m., admission is $11-$20,
with discounts for children.
r.';;:'l'C1) 1'111)1""'i\/..... ~. "{\f11 U\:\ J ,l",.p £"':0. 1<
SPB film and panel discussion, Rocky n~
Special Events Center. 7 p.m., free.
Faculty Artis.s Serit·s rkdtlll by vocalists
Lynn Berg and Linda Eustice Bcrg. accomp-
anied by DcI Parkinson, Morrison Center
Rccit::! ~~H, S p.:n., fr~e fef BSU studen!s,
staff, and faculty, S4 general admission, $2 I Sl.>n fil~n,lUHl.lJ. l,mel di~'icussion. ltlc.ic.:e,ntat
non-BSU students and seniQrs. \f G d 36 80 SPEC 7 j .
Dallet West and the Boise Philh:umonic per- ~ .1 ap rr ~, ,p.m., IcC.
form Tchaikovsky's Sleeping Beall!}: Mol" J==::::~:S~~""~=:",:_2=~_:==,.~ .,.,.,....,,,,·,,,,,,__=
ROling system: Four thumbs lip is outstan-
ding; four thumbs down is unbearable,
1\. J\ .~.w liLa [d,lJ
IT IT e TIte~lb H...",yR~ 111~ ~':5) "
W@trl( I(J)@w@U'iMJ~·
Dawson offers us a huge, capable man, the i
face sketched twice and fleshed out once,
with penetrating eyes, then the trunk sketch-
ed lightly down to strong, delineated hands
and powerful, generative. blue-leaned loins.
No wonder this piece is not for sale. It
stands alone as a power symboland reminder ."
that to sec is not necessarily to hurt.
t DaWtson'l
s treatmentj?f his thdeille is not ·...•.•..1
s creo ypcu, nor are liS scarre subjects,
Native American artist Fritz Scholder has
been cooked by his success and poses before 1
us like the Christmas pig, his eyes still reflee-'l
ting anger but the limbs truncated, the mouth
stuffed shut by a shriveled brown apple.
Other artists fare variously. Louise
Nevelson is reduced to a monument havinz
outlived her detractors but the check;, mouth
and eyes are frozen and only the great folds
of her trademark costumes are left as sign
of her accomplishments. Judy Chicago, the
brilliant feminist artist, looks electrically alive
and okay, except for those huge TEETH.
Give it a try: strong medicine, I agree, but
consider the Native American definition of
medicine-that which empowers, rather than
cures.
Dawson's show will continue through Oct.
3. The Liberal Arts Gallery is open Monday
through Friday, 9 a.m.o p.m,
Rating system: Four thumbs up is outstan-
ding; four thumbs down is unbearable.
,[;~~
Race 'n Rhythm, a San Francisco-based
band, wil! play at The Bouquet this TUesday
through Saturday. Besides Boise, they have
played in such places as the Roxy,British Col-
umbia; M.G.M., Reno; Caesar's, Lake Tahoe;
and Ketchum, Idaho. They have opened for
such groups as Peaches and Herb, the s.b.s.
Band.rAl Wilson and ConFunkShun. Race
'n Rhythm places heavy emphasis on blues
and jazz, as was apparent in their Sept. 9 per-
formance at The Bouquet.
Their 27-number play list ranges from
Stevie Wonders' "G6 Home" to a jazzy ren-
dition of "Kansas City"
Their music is clear and concise, with none
of the blurred sound of amateurs. The five-
.member band shares vocals, adding warmth
and variety to their precise sound.
The members play several instruments,
rotating from keyboards to alto saxophone
to drums to guitar, as each takes a turn at
lead vocals.
Their performance opened energetically
with "Back in Time:' Larry Hamilton, Jr. on
saxophone, and Gerald Goudeau on trumpet.
by Jeanette Ross
The University Nell'S
Artistic taste in Idaho runs to snowy peaks
and ducks, and we aren't much persuaded by
critic Donald Kuspit when he says these are
ugly, paradoxical times and honest art will
reflect that fact.
That's all the more reason to look at the
work of portrait artist John Dawson, who
paints his subjects with the soul wrung In-
side out.and seems to agree with Kuspit. A
showing of Dawson's oversized acrylics at the
Liberal Arts Building Gallery demonstrates
how much rea listie portraits avoid.
The portrait of Bill Schenck is a good place
for us to start. Consider the patchy, opaque
blue of the cowboy's blue jeans; it could be
a family of weasels in outline. Contrast the
thick graffiti-like squiggles about the figure's
face and shoulders; this could be the man's
aura squeezed from a spirit tube, obscuring
the face, and his capacity to sec.
"Compare the Schenk portrait to that of
Mark McDowell, where one eye sees clearly
but dribbles of brown paint keep the mouth
from speaking and the message comes out
through the line .of suspended hearts-
squeezed, blashphemed, broken.
Three other portraits illustrate other
"themes of the heart-one the only positive
statement, others more ambiguous. The por-
trait of Jasper D'Ambrosi shows us that
Dawson is not imposing his own vi-
sion his
drew appreciative applause as the song ex-
ploded into a horn competition between the
two.
By utilizing each member's voice, Race 'n
Rhythm can present an array of sound. Larry
Hamilton, Jr. is the strongest vocalist of the
group. His range and ability command the
complexities of scat, the earthiness of blues,
and the punch of rock n' roll.
Race 'n Rhythm also put on a variety
show- singing to women in the audience and
joking with each other, whichever keeps the
audience laughing. A painstaking example of
how to "do the bird" to "Jungle Love"
brought every able body ont on the floor.
One of the performance's highlights was
a fast-paced mix o.f."Rock this Town" and
"Jailhouse Rock;' featuring rapid-fire
keyboard scales and aggressive guitar licks.
Race n' Rhythm performs from 9:30-1:30
a.rn. They arc a must-hear, as they appear in
Boise only twice a year. And they will even
. play country-upon request.
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Learning from a microchip
puter tUtOI~here
by c.n. Cooley
The University News
a given lesson can be decided by the
instructor.
Presently, no records arc kept and
The Simpler/Micron Technology all information concerning progress
Center now houses a new computer- through a lesson is erased when
based information and instruction students exit the system.
system called PLATO, said Dr. Clair Bowman said he submitted a pro-
. M. Bowman, the 'director of posal to Control Data Corporation
computer-based instruction and asking for a PLATO system to be
research. donated to BSU. Data Control
Lessons now programmed into the donated half the system, and the
system include chemistry, computer other half will be paid for by
literature, mathematics and statistics, marketing system subscriptions to
according to handouts placed at each businesses.
terminal. Because of the marketing,
Students can choose a lesson in a students, faculty and staff will have
particular field and go through the access to the system free of charge. ,
entire lesson, interacting with the PLATO is available for usc from 7:30
computer system by taking quizzes or a.m- 5 p.m., Monday-Friday.
simply reading the material, depend- The PLATO system is capable of
ing on how the information is handling 12,000 hours of instruction,
programmed. and 500-700 hours are already
Instructors arc currently using the available, Bowman said.
system as an adjunct to classes 01'- The handouts also explain how to
fered at BSU. Organic chemistry enter the system. To get access, a user Gr.ell.;f';3j 111 Svstem:
students, for example, can usc the presses the "NEXT" key, types the 1V1V1i\ JI Il.II;;i
PLATO system as a self-tutorial to' PLATO name "browse;' chooses the
help with their homework problems. lesson and types in its code name.
Bowman said that the system, Bowman explained that, once the
located in room 213 of the center, is lesson is loaded into the system, the
like a textbook in that it delivers in- rest of the instructions arc given WASHINGfON, D.C. (CPS)-The
formation at the user's own speed. throughout the lesson. . . .... ." . '. tax reforinbill now before Congress
If the' instructor so chooses, thc"-' 'Sbiilc coritiiiaims'ca,tb'c'piiniltO''''\vnrnave'uri''''iffiilosrvindictiver."cT. '
system can be programmed to give the terminal by pressing the ap- feet on colleges if it is passed, accor-
intermittent quizzes throughout the propriate section of the display ding to Stanford spokesman Larry
lesson. screen. Horton.
After the quiz, the system analyzes The system is capable of teaching The bill-s-which many observers
the student's score and either ad- classes in many subjects for credit, expect to pass both.the House and
vances the student further into the but this has not yet been set up on the Senate this month-would crip-
lesson or covers previous material BSU's system, Bowman said.. pIc many campus fundraising efforts
again. Students can, however, take lessons and require some students to pay
Whether or not to record a stu- on the computer and then challenge taxes on money they get through
dent's progress within the system in a class. financial aid.
Brian Boc/(or I University NIIWS
Physics professor Richard J. Reimann taps into the PLATO system. The
computer currently can teach lessons in chemistry, computer literature,
mathematics and statistics as well as tutor in other subjects.
WOMICJJ G1JtUlr~.(f;;@18eg@$
Observers said tax reform will ig- tune,
nite a chain reaction of cost increases Another provision of thc_QiJ.L .... __ .
(Tint cut donations to colleges, drive "makes large private donations of
up tuition, increase students' debt stock, real estate or other appreciable
burden, tax the interest on property subject to a minimum tax.
guaranteed students loans and make Since both measures would change
private colleges vastly more expensive the tax breaks people get for
than public colleges. donating to colleges, college officials
It "will seriously compromise the arc worried people will stop giving.
vitality of American colleges and While the bono limits will affect
universities;' according to Bill Kroger only 20-25 private schools, those
of the American Council on Educa- schools "do the lion's share of
tion, "It will impose serious finan- research;' Kroger said. "It will keep
cial hardships on both colleges and them from raising money in that
students:' fashion. One top university already
One provision of the bill affects has nearly $200 million in bonds
how private colleges raise money outstanding, and they can't issue any
through selling tax-exempt bonds. more until they knock down that
Since the interest payment-which total:'
is profit to the buyer-is tax exempt, The school, Boston University,
the bond buyer gets a tax break. needs at least another $50 million in
Under the tax bill, private colleges bond money to complete new
cannot have more than $150 million buildings.
in tax-exempt bonds issued at any
Up l
ck"Chec
Get FREE checks, FREE ATM use,
INTEP~T"':PAYING checking and a place to put dirty socks.
So sign up for ActionPack membership
today. For just six bucks a month, it might
even help get your whole wash clean.
TheHJBMPC'
Convertililieo
1T. 'Il Tl
JUt can neJlp
YOM earn a
~legree2l1l1G
tllen .......",..""~-
alivirLlgo
Brighten your finances with ActionPack
checking. It pays 5Y4 percent interest, no.
matter how meager your account balance.
v .....u not FREJ;' checks ("nth n.....charze...."" ~'"' ... ....., ............&~, ......u ... '-" ..., 5.....
per Check for check writing). FREE
Ben's Banker ATM use (with /,""""
nationwide Exchange" .:" .
access, too) .Tiavel insur- . "
ance. Discounts on travel,
shopping, car rental and
more. We'll even give you
a FREE ActionPack
Laundry Bag"..~',
The IBI\I PC Convertihl» gives YOll
(he power of an I/ll\ I PC in a size )'()U
can take anywhere. With uptionai
attachments, it easily conllcds to
other IBM PCs and IBM-compatihle
pCliphl."r(t;~.
With that kind of power' and
cxpandability, you won't have to leave
the PC Convertible behind when )'011
~eavc campus. YOll can curry it right
mto your chosen profession.
Come to the IBfvi PC li'air
&;pt6IIl:n~r~q·ihand 25th,
9:00nm-'1.:00pm
Simplot/flHcron Tcc!mology Center
Display Lobhy
L,-: .
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by Chris Wallon
The University Nell's
The last time the Broncos wore
orange jerseys in Bronco Stadium
they were defeated 37-0. That was
two years ago, and that memory was
erased Saturday as BSU thrashed
Humboldt State University 74-0 to
even its season mark at I-I.
Sporting new orange jerseys to
compliment the blue turf, 12 Broncos
scored in-the game, including two
kickers and' one linebacker.
Roberto Moran, the first-string
placekicker, took care of the kicking
chores until the middle of the third
quarter when P.K. Wiggins, a rcdshirt
last season, took over. Moran finish-
ed with 12 points, while Wiggins add-
ed six.
Cliff Sexton, a junior from Meri-
dian who only tallied 56 total yards
last season, carried 15 times from the
tailback position for 103 yards.
"I was told I'd be used a lot in this
game;' Sexton said. "The offensive
line was incredible, and the holes
were so big I couldn't have missed
them:'
Sexton was not the only player the
offensive line opened holes for, as
Tyler Burke added 72 yards at
tailback and Greg Applcgatc-mauag-.
ed 45 at fullback.
Sexton opened the scoring attack
in the first .quartcr on a one-yard
plunge, and the Broncos refused 10
let up on either offense or defense
after that.
Burke scored next, running around
the right end from three yards out.
On the next Humboldt possession,
quarterback Matt Peterson handed
of no Pat Johnson, who was caught
behind the HSU goal line by Jim
Ellis and Rex Walters.
Ellis got credit for the two-point
safety, while Walters injured his knee
on the play.
Information from the
Federal Government on
subjects ranging from
agriculture to zoology is
available at Depository
libraries across the
nation.
You can visit these
libraries and use the
Depository collection
without charge.
To find one in your
area, contact your local
libraryor write to the
Federal Depository
Library Program, Office
of the Public Printer,
Washington, DC 20401.
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Gregg Harrison, the third tailback
used by the Broncos, capped the first-
quarter scoring with a two-yard run.
The Broncos led 23-0 at the end of
the quarter.
The second quarter ran much the
same as the first, with BSU scoring
20 points. Quarterback Keith Jarrett
led the Broncos to the goal line once
again as the quarter opened, and
Dale Goodwin plunged across from
the two-yard line.
Moran, who already had four
points on extra-point kicks, then
booted two field goals, the first a
29-yarder and the second from 32
yards.
Applegate ended the half with a
one-yard score as BSU extended its
lead to 43-0, reminiscent of the night
before when Meridian High School,
playing in Bronco Stadium, led Twin
Falls 42-0 at the haIr.
The second half did not offer'
much difference as Chris Truitt took
the opening kickoff 88 yards up the
middle for a touchdown.
That was followed- by a 25-yard
scoring pass from Jarrett to Corby
Bedard, who made a leaping catch
over an HSU defender, a 44-yard
Wiggins field goal, a 71-yard bomb
from Jarrett to Steve Hale and a four-
yard run by Joe Little, the-E!th Broll'--
co to score.
"We played an outmanned oppo-
ncnt;' Coach Lyle Sctcncich said after
the game, adding, "Our conditioning
and strength made it a walk in the sc-
cond half.'
Setencich also said that HSU was
unfortunate to have to playa BSU
team that was coming off a tough
loss (21-19) to Eastern Washington
University.
Many events made the game uni-
que. Along with the game being the
first-ever for the Broncos, or any
other team, college or pro, on blue
turf, it marked -thc first time 'the
Brilln' Bockor I Unlvor$ity Now.
.Junior runnlnghack Cliff Sexton tries to find 11 hole against 1111 outmanned
Humboldt State defense, Sexton, who ran for a total of 56 yards last season,
carried the ball 15 times against Humboldt State, racking up 103 yards.
Broncos had ever scored more than
70 points in one game.
The previous high-point total for
BSU was a 66-7 defeat of Whitworth
College in 1969.
HSU was held to 38 vards total of-
fense, which was the second-best cf-
fort of a BSU defense in history.
It was also the first time that any
BSU opponent was held to minus-
yards rushing (minus 32).
Upcoming intramural events in-
eludetennis league singles for men
and women, women's softball and
men's football.
Deadline for signing up is Sept. 18,
and play begins Sept. 22.
All leagues will end with a single
climinarion tournament. There is no
cost for participation.
Referees arc needed for all sports.
For more information, contact the in-
tramural office at 385-1131.
Open
24 fi1l0lUlH"§
d 3iill Y li([J) r If]R1l(())nne
biBB payments.
Now as always, mailing your
phone bill is the easiest way to pay
for phone service. That's because
there's usually a mailbox near you.
You won't have to wait in line once
you get there. And best of all,
mailboxes never close. So you can
make your payment at an hour that's
convenient to you,
When mailing your bill include a
check or money order, with ycur
phone number on it, payable to
Mountain Bell. Place it along with
your monthly statement in the
envelope provided and drop it in the
nearest mailbox.
No matter what time of the .day or
night, it's open just for you.
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omen spikers tal{6 first in tourney
by Seott Coffman
The University Neil's
The BSU women's volleyball team
placed first in their first competition
of the season, the Sun Valley
Volleyball Classic, edging out the
University of Washington in the
finals,
"We had an excellent tournament
at Sun Valley;' head coach Marlene
Bailey said.
The women aren't completely
healthy but they are in fair shape
physically and have experience in the
starting lineup, Bailey said.
"All three seniors arc starting and
both juniors are as well:' Bailey said.
"We have seven in our rotation with
sophomore Sondra Swan and red-
shirt freshman Kelly Baker. We're
young, considering our bench, but
we've got a very experienced starting
team;'
Suzette Gervais and Kelly Chap-
Football
Sept. 27 at ISU, 7:30 p.m.
Oct. 4 at Montana State,
p.m.
Oct. 11 Montana, 7 p.m.
Oct. 18 Weber State;"7 p.m.
Volleyball
Sept. 18 at Fullerton State,
7:30 p.m.
Sept. 19·20 Fullerton
(Tournament)
Sept. 23 at C of I
Sept. 24 Utah State, 7:30 p.m.
Mon's Cross-Country
. Sept. 27 Boise Invitational
Oct. 4 Fort Casey Invitational,
Whidbey Island, WA
Oct. 18 ISU Invitational
\lJomen's Cross-Country
.Sept. 27 TAC Meet, Boise
'JIlIlRS week
dance to
the sound of
Baltes lVIrotell
-=
man are leading the team and are
both rated highly by Bailey.
"They'll pick up a lot of blocking
and the control of the net:' Bailey
said. "They're the strongest pair of
middle blockers we've had in my eight
wars here;'
The key to the team, though, will
be the setting, currently owned by
Sara Herzberg.
"She had an excellent tournament
and was named MVP of the tourna-
ment:' Bailey" said. "Her ability to
run the team will be crucial for us as
the season progresses;'
Herzberg wasn't the only one to
receive all-tournament, however, as
middle blocker Gervais and outside
hiller Rebecca Richards also receiv-
ed this honor.
"If we have any weakness it would
be depth:' Bailey said. "111e freshmen
that are playing behind the up-
pcrclassmen are tery talented and are
very alert, for freshmen. They're real-
ly working to close the gap between
themselves and the older players:'
Bailey said she was happy with the
team's performance in Sun Valley .
"That's the way I want us to play
consistently" .
According to Bailey, even play is a
top priority. "We're tired of not play-
ing well consistently. In the past, we'd
play well Tor a while but not con-
sistently high:'
Loose ball:
Chrts Butlsr I Un/YClrslty Nom.
Mike Mavromichalis.tfront) lind Jeff
Schnieder (rear) battle for the bull,
by Scott Coffman
The University Nell'S
Faced with competing against
defending champion Montana State
.. ;;\llP ,(j ..t{)\ltlh~WebeLState team,
Perhaps the attitude about the Kleine is realistic rather than overly
women's cross country program at confident.
BSU will be changing soon. At least "I don't expect us to contend with
that's what head coach Jim Kleine is Montana State or Weber State, but
hoping. I do think we can compete with Mon-
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tana, Idaho and Idaho State;' Kleine
said.
"We haven't had a good cross
country team for several years so our
goal is going to be to move up;'
Kleine said. "I expect that we can be
somewhere in the middle of the mid-
dle of the conference, which would
be excellent for our team. I'd be hap-
py with fourth or fifth as long as
we're heading in the right direction.
I look for us to be good:'
Returning letterman JoAnn Losen-
ski is the centerpiece of a team which
has mostly young runners. "We've
got Losenski, who will be better this
year than last;' Kleine said. "Wc've
also got. three girls from Meridian
high school who should help us out:'
Kleine, however, recognizes the
weaknesses of this year's team. "The
only real weakness we have is youth
and inexperience;' Kleine said. "Like
every other cross country team, an
obvious weakness is not having
enough fast runners:' '
"There isn't anything that affects
us about the past;' Kleine said. "We
do have to improve, though. It's no
fun to keep being last. We really have
a nice incentive"
Pregnant?
N~?~? I
Free pre:nl~~y test I
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342·1898
All help is confidential and freo,
Want A Good Job?
SEA
BANK TEllER
BE EMPLOYABLE
IN FOUR SHORT WEEKS
JOIN OUR40,OOO
GRADS NATlON\VIDE
SHORT EASY COURSE
ELECTRONIC BANK l\1;\CHINES
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Film vermin e),plaineoJ
by Edith Decker
The University Neil's
I believe that films cause our society to be more violent.
1 believe this because every time I go to the movies, I come out wanting
to kill somebody.
Sometimes it's one or more of my fellow moviegoers that should die an
unpleasant death. Witness the following categories of infectious-movie-
bacteria types.
.. Plottus gil'fall'Qyis: This nasty movie parasite is so attached to filmdom
thatthey've seen the movie five, maybe six times. They know it so well,
in fact, that they bring a'pal along to the movie so they can whisper
breathless forewarnings of coming action to them. These parasites arc
only dangerous when sitting within 10 feet of you.
.. Plottus commentus: This is similar to Plottus gil'call'ayis but is much
more common. These parasites sit behind you and attempt to fill in what
they consider to be gaping holes in the plot and characterization. These
can run rampant when one of (heir group asks (he most common movie
question of all time, "willil happened?"
.. Dwellae batliroomus: These buggers are extremely disquieting but run.
their course in a short period of time. They tend, however, to recur about
10 minutes after the first attack.
.. Scrcamus infantus: Oddly, the older these movie bacteria are, the harder
they are on the moviegoer. However, as this parasite gets older, the symp-
toms change from simple noise to more serious annoyances. These can
include spitball launching, popcorn hurling and aisle gymnastics. By
the time these microbes have reached the jnnior high stage, the above
symptoms take on the characteristics of a varsity sport.
.. Slobbus disgusto: These bacteria arc never actually found at the theater
site. However, evidence of their existence is unquestionably plentiful.
The Slobbus disgusto inevitably leaves behind tell-tale heaps technical-
ly known as "ickyjunkmounds" These are the most difficult movie
bacteria to eliminate from one's system.
TI1CSC, of course, me only a few of the afflictions whie}, can face the average
film lover. At some point in civilization's future, these and other bothersome
beasties will be eliminated for the comfort of 311 concerned and for the bet-
tennent of humanity in general.
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ACROSS
I Snake
4 Chose
9 Hil;h mountain
12 Confederate
general
13 Respite
14 Contend
15 Go,ll
17 Glossy fabric
19 Electrified
particle
20 An Apostle
21 Splotch
23 French article
2-l Speed
27 Crimson
28 Mold
30 Scorch
31 Babylonian
ucily
32 Pledge
11
34 River in Italy
35 Discover
37 River in Africa
38 Footlike part
39 Transactions
41 Symbol for
tellurium
42 Otherwise
43 Parts in play
3 Punctuation
mark
4 Unlock
5 Stroke
6 Symbol for
thulium
7 Actual being
S Demise
9 Disliking to
10 Falsehood
11 Writing
implement
16 Sailor: colloq.
18 Plague
20 Allows
21 Propagate
22 Rent
23 Diving bird
25 Binds
26 Worn away
28 French: abbr.
29 Distance
measure
32 Gateway
33 Compass point
36 Father or
mother
38 Folds
40. Undergarments
42 Without end:
poetic
44 Unbleached
45 Condescending
look
46 Mountain on
Crete
47 Unit of Por-
46 Peaceful
48 More uncanny
51 Lair
52 Talk idly
54 Chinese pagoda
55 River island
56 Sweetening
substance
57 Pigpen
DOWN
I in music, high
2 Ocean
tugucse
currency
4BGrcc:k lcuer
49 Dine
501klllll
53 Symbol for
silver
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HELP WANTED
$10-$360 WEEKLY/UP, Mailing
Circulars! No Quotas/Basses.
Sincerely Interested rush .self-
addressed envelope: Network-
CEH, POLBlO72, Crystal Lake,
IL 60014. -
SAVE TAXES with -a Tax
Sheltered Annuity-First Retire-
ment Services 345-4173.
MISCELLANEOUS _
LOST ON CAMPUS, a gold-
colored bracelet with blue
rhinestones -on it. Sentimental
value. Please call - Angie at
345-4210.
MAKE HUNDREDS weekly
mailing ciculars! No quotas,
Limits! Rush self-addressed,
stamped envelope: A-I,. 11020
Ventura, Suite 268, Dept. E,
Studio City, CA 91604. ANNOUNCEMENTS
ALL STUDENT government
and SUB types who usc the
University News layout and
typesetting equipment: Because
of losses in the layout room, it
will be locked. An editor type or
layout type now must be present
to let you in and keep track of in-
ventory you've used. A necessary
pain in the neck, we agree, but
one we need to implement
nonetheless.
~UNIVERSITY NEWS- ---
$60.00 PER HUNDRED PAID
for remailing letters from home!
Send self-addressed, stamped
envelope for information/ap-
plication. Associates, Box 95-B,
Roselle, NJ 07203.
FOR SALE
BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIAL
$lIPAGE. Professional 'TYping.
Term paper, resumes, letters, etc.
Call Sue, The Finished Product,
343-7820.
REDUCED from last week!
Chemistry - and Organic
Chemistry reference books! 30
bucks and they're yours. Call
CiR. at the U. News, 345-8204.
DO IT NOW!
HALF A BOX of stat paper was
either stolen from the University
. Nell'S layout room or wasted. If
you know anything about it, con-
tact Nanette or Edith, 345-8204.
3000 GOVERNMENT JOBS
List $16,040-$59,230/yr. Now
Hiring. Call 805-687-6000 Ext.
R-7849~
PERSONA.L
FREE to good home: spayed
female calico cat. She has had her
first series of shots and is affec-
tionate. We're moving and can't
take her. Call Karen at 345-8204
or 385-0386.
AIRLINE JOBS $15,000-
$l7,OOO/yr. Now hiring. Call
805-687-6000 Ext. A-7849 for
current list.
T. CONNELLY. Damn the
torpedoes, full speed ahead. Are
you back? You still owe me a
drink. Call me at the News
offices.
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